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Speedy Keys 
 
A grid set for The Grid 2  by  
 
Speedy Keys provides computer control and text communication 
for switch users. It has been designed to take up a small amount 
of space on the screen while providing all the functions you need 
for computer control (including keyboard, mouse and window 
controls). 

There are also larger grids for communication with saved phrases 
and for creating and saving documents. 

The Home page for the Speedy Keys on-screen keyboard is an 
alphabetically arranged keyboard, with word completion and word 
prediction cells, punctuation and numbers, and links to other 
pages. It is the start page for a series of pages associated with 
this User in The Grid 2. 

 
Windows with a View 
The Grid 2 is a Windows app that is set up to accept a number of input methods. It is easy to use a 
mouse, trackball, head tracking mouse, and eye gaze to operate the entire Windows computer. Or 
you can attach a number of different switch adapters to give you switch access with one to 12 
switches to control the entire PC. Multilevel page sets with a comprehensive pre-stored vocabulary 
and plenty of space for personalization. 

 
Mouse Features 
Switch scanning is always challenging for PC access, but The Grid 2 and Speedy 
Keys helps. Included in the mouse page is a Radar Mouse, latching mouse 
movement, mouse clicks – left, right, and double, click and drag, and the ability to 
control the speed of the mouse movement. 
 
Switch Adapters 

ZYGO sells the ZyBox for Windows USB switch adapter to allow you to connect one or two control 
switches to be used as input to The Grid 2 and the Speedy Keys on-screen keyboard. We also sell the 
JoyCable and JoyBox adapters from Sensory Software. 
 
Text-to-speech Chat for voice output 
Integrated with the on-screen keyboard is the ability to 
have text-to-speech voice output. You can type letter 
by letter, select learning word completions and word 
predictions, save phrases by Topic for easy retrieval, 
abbreviation/expansion, and other tricks to help you 
speak quickly even though you are using an alternative 
input method.  
 

SKU Product Price 

019-0575-04 The Grid 2, with Acapela, SymbolStix, Widgit Literacy Symbols $735 
Speedy Keys Speedy Keys vocabulary pages for The Grid 2 free! 
015-0300-10 ZyBox for Windows, USB connector, one to two switch jacks $145 
015-0022-00 JoyCable USB connector, one to two switch jacks $150 
015-0021-00 JoyBox USB connector, one to 12 switch jacks $295 

https://grids.sensorysoftware.com/en/sensory-software/speedy-keys
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